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MOST READ STORIES
CHALLENGING THE ATTEMPT TO
REMOVE NELSON CHAMISA AS
MDC-A PRESIDENT IN ZIMBABWE
WHY AFRICA’S JOURNALISTS
AREN’T DOING A GOOD JOB ON
COVID-19

POLICY LESSONS FROM COVID-19
IN AFRICA
Watching African governments respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic has been fascinating, though
provoking and illuminating. Ken Opalo draws out
some of the key lessons that he has learned from
their responses so far.
These include:
[1] We need a lot more descriptive studies of African
economies
[2] African governments should strengthen their
policy transmission mechanism
[3] Elite complacency in Africa is about to get a lot
more expensive
[4] African progressivism needs a reset ...
... and many more.
Opalo argues that it is time to infuse African
leadership with new thinking and moral foundations
of social contracts. Only then will the region’s states
be in a position to build the necessary resilience to
weather emergencies like COVID-19, and provide
necessary conditions for Africans to thrive at home
and abroad.
For the full read, click here.

HOW CAN WE MAKE RESEARCH IN
THE “GLOBAL SOUTH” MORE
ETHICAL?

THE PROBLEM OF LEADERSHIP IN
AFRICA

NEED FEEDBACK ON YOUR
CHAPTER OR ARTICLE? WE CAN
HELP …

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

'Coronavirus does not look at
your colour or your passport'
South African Health Minister Health Minister
Zweli Mkhize
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WHY A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
APPROACH TO COVID-19
COULD KILL

young

democracies of East and Southern Africa
and a significant chunk of the funding
for AIS interventions is spent there. Yet
these interventions did not reflect the
opinions or ideas of their “intended
beneficiaries.” In her book, Doomed
Interventions: The Failure of Global
Responses to AIDS in Africa, Kim Yi
Dionne looks at the opinions & priorities
of both HIV-positive and HIV-negative
Africans, the primary population to
whom AIDS interventions are targeted.

Everyone agrees that governments must respond quickly to the
threat of COVID-19. But how should they respond? Are the sideeffects policies being used to combat coronavirus in Africa
worse than the disease itself? Why are the startegies employed
by European states being imported to Africa where the context
is often very different? Should alternative measures be put in
place in less-wealthy countries, even if they risk spreading
hunger and malnutrition? And why has there not been more
debate about these important questions?
Alex Broadbent and Benjamin Smart argue that a one-size-fitsall approach must be avoided as it could have lethal
consequences … find out why here.

THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR ...

Africa. Public frustration is growing with lockdowns and curfews
... especially given the human rights abuses committed by
security forces in Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa,
Zimbabwe to name but a few ... so will we see a popular uprising
against the restrictions and if so where will it happen first?
Malawi. An election is scheduled for 2 July, but can it really go
ahead in the context of coronavirus. And if it does, how can the
president win when the new opposition alliance took 55% of the
vote in the now nullified 2019 elections?
Debt. The IMF & World Bank have launched debt service relief
for 19 African countries who will make payments for 6 months but will other lenders follow suit? If not, many economies will
suffer a financial crisis before the pandemic is over.
Democracy in Africa is dedicated to building a bridge between academics, policymakers, practitioners and citizens. We focus in
particular on encouraging academics to share their work on African politics in accessible formats, encouraging engagement and
wide-ranging debate. Check out the website and find out how to contribute at : http://democracyinafrica.org/.

